Dose response characteristics of new models of GAFCHROMIC films: dependence on densitometer light source and radiation energy.
This paper presents a systematic study of the dose response characteristics of two new models and one commonly used model of GAFCHROMIC film: HS, XR-T, and MD55-2, respectively. We irradiated these film models with three different radiation sources: I-125, Ir-192, and 6 MV photon beam (6 MVX). We scanned the films with three different densitometers: a He-Ne laser with a wavelength of 633 nm, a spot densitometer with a wavelength of 671 nm, and a CCD camera densitometer with interchangeable LED boxes with wavelengths of 665 nm (red), 520 nm (green), and 465 nm (blue). We compared the film sensitivities in terms of net optical density (NOD) per unit dose in Gy. The sensitivity of each film model depends on radiation energy and the densitometer light source. Using He-Ne laser based densitometer as a reference standard, we found the sensitivities (NOD/Gy) for the red lights of wavelengths, 671 nm and 665 nm, are higher by factors of about 2.5 and 2, respectively. The sensitivities for green (520 nm) and blue (465 nm) lights are lower than that for He-Ne laser (633 nm) by factors of about 2 and 4, respectively. The energy dependence of the sensitivity varies with the film model, but is similar for all densitometer light sources. Comparing I-125 to Ir-192 and 6MVX, we note that (a) model XR-T is about eight times more sensitive, and (b) models HS and MD55-2 are about 40% less sensitive. Relative to MD55-2, XR-T is 12 times more sensitive for I-125 but comparable for Ir-192 and 6MVX, whereas HS is 2 to 3 times more sensitive in all cases. This set of results can serve as useful information for making decisions in selecting the film model and compatible densitometer to achieve the best accuracy of dosimetry in the appropriate dose range.